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Epic seven best leveling guide

From Mango Seven Overview be sure to watch the video above. This guide goes over the fastest way to level enemies and support units. Note: Check out the cool new fan site for Epic Seven, which has all the individual character stats + some reviews! Level Up Fast And Promote Units A common question that is asked
among players is the best way to level up units and what to do with Phantasms. For Phantasms, you want to look into the heart of Orbis, but we'll get to it in a minute. You will get the base of your materials in the heart of Orbis, but you can also get them as quest rewards and also drops. But when it comes to EXP there
are two methods and both are simple. The first involves the Penguins, which are getting through the heart of Orbis. Feed the Penguins on characters through enhancements that gain EXP. But specifically with the Penguins, especially when matching elementary types, they get huge EXP support. In the range of 1-30
levels, which increases, is quite massive. Using a lot of Penguins you can get characters up to level 40 pretty quickly. And that's good, because level 40 is when you can support them. The second method is honestly just putting characters in your side and playing the game. Penguins and grinding are the ways to EXP in
this game and there is no real quick way out of it. Another thing to go through is Phantasms. A lot of players aren't sure what to do with them and they serve a pretty important purpose. With Phantasms, you can basically use them as feed for your stronger units. To promote a unit, you must feed it with a certain number of
matching Star characters. Fantasies play this role best. You can throw Phantasm into your side and let it suing exp as you play. Once it reaches the maximum level, use other Phantasms to get to the next star rank. Then continue this process until you have Phantasm, which is up to 5 stars. Then repeat again with more
fantasies. If you have enough 5 star Phantasms, you can feed them to a 5 star to get a 6 star. Fantasies work best because you don't have to worry about losing the characters you get through subpoenas. Fantasies are expendable and can be greatly utilized for this purpose. It's a lengthy process and can be a bit
confusing at first. But once you get the flow it will go it will come and go naturally. The only thing I can recommend is never bet anything you can't farm. It doesn't matter if it's a character you think is bad, don't do it. If you can farm, then you can always get it. Some traits are rare, even if they look stupid or appear to be
bad, so never use nonfarmable for feed. Side note when it comes to character enhancements. To make them better, you also want to improve your skills. In Orbis, you can get things called MolaGora and they can be used to improve skills. So between MolaGora and penguins, you get a lot of good material from Orbis.
This article will walk you through how to level up the hero for the game Seven. Read on for more tips and and on how to increase your in-game party by raising their levels. Leveling gives your heroes many advantages, including increasing their stats. The higher your hero level, the stronger your character will be. The
level of the hero will depend on how many stars your hero has. Check out the maximum level table below for the hero star. Hero Rating Maximum Level 6★ Maximum Level (60) 5★ Maximum Level (50) 4★ Maximum Level (40) 3★ Maximum Level (30) Playing through adventure mode helps you level up your heroes.
You can also play battles and complete all available areas on the map to level your characters faster. In addition to everyday tasks, performing tasks in battle mode can help raise your party's level. There are many other tasks you can do in coping with your hero, such as farming for resources and other similar activities.
Go from the main menu &gt;&gt; hero, and then select your hero. You can use the Enhance feature and then choose the penguin you want to use as fodder for your hero level. Note: Penguins can be obtained in the Sousl forest and often for rewards. As you progress in the game, you will accumulate a lot of different
heroes. Leveling them all can be difficult and time consuming. You can use Sanctuary to power your other heroes by sending them on missions and quests. This will not only help you level up your heroes – it will also give you useful items and other resources to use for various processes, including leveling your hero up.
In the game you get a hero whose stats are simply stronger than all the other available characters in your side. It may or may not become your main character. Prioritize leveling your main character up. A good tip would be to choose a DPS hero to make it easy to farm for your other heroes. After reaching max level for
your main character, you can easily farm for your other low-level heroes who can become assets for your party. Like other mobile games in this genre, it will take a lot of time to bring all your other heroes to the maximum level. The automatic feature helps you constantly grind levels. Note: When you acquire a pet system,
you can also automatically play a battle. There are certain stages in the adventure where you can get really huge EXP support! These phases are available in 3S, 5S and 8S locations. Try it out and get those huge EXP support. Note: The energy consumed in this scene is 40 energy per run and can only be used 3 times
a day. Beginner Tips &amp;Amp; Guides For those who haven't beaten 10-10 yet simply completing all the side areas doing daily hunts, labs, businesses, spiritual altars, and dabble in a new side story will easily get your side to level 50 before facing the last boss, but once the world's troubles are unlocked, the trouble
surely spikes up and getting your heroes to six stars will require a lot of fodder and plenty of grinding , which is where Saving your stamina is going to come into play because you need tons of it to really grind hard. Some Some Go for wasting crystals just to get more stamina, which is not a bad strategy to get those last
units leveled and promoted. So you can feed five or five stars into your main unit. Become a six-star. How to get the most experience to level up heroes So let me explain how to get as much XP to level up the heroes you want to add to your side and like tell Marina, or for leveling, fantasies or other fighters. First, the less
there is, the fewer units you have in your team, the more experience they will receive. In addition, units that are prepared the maximum level, a third of the ZK that they would gain, is instead dedicated to other non-max heroes at the party. So knowing that you want one basic DPS unit that is maximally leveled, then the
rest of your party feed that is not the maximum. This allows you to balance multiple feeds at once quite quickly. Since you can not have more of the same color Phantasm. Then the team comp would be one Phantasm and a normal fighter, white fantasies only gain 3% more experience than the other two-star fighters, so
don't put out the star fighter level is up to what it says Mildred and Clarissa are highly regarded because there is Kings MP lies. People can say that their meme heroes are getting. But when 70% or more of your end game time consists of grinding, then it makes them the highest level in my opinion, definitely not of any
use at least. If you own one of these heroes, then your helper can be a healer who will keep his own sayings or Mildred to take on harder content. Or you can level up for the feed and use one of these heroes as an assistant for even more XP. But it is difficult to reliably clean the stages. Level One Hero Fast Now if you
want to quickly match only one hero, usually a new hero you plan to use or invest in. Then the second strategy for this is to have one hero you want to level up. And that's it. No one else who is going to clean up the stage is a helper because they don't factor in the experience of punishment. So all the experience for this
stage goes towards the hero you are leveling. So it is completely dependent on the helper being strong, but usually says it is really common and you will see the village every now and then as well. Ravi is also another unit to look for and the toughest stages due to her lifespan to maintain. Although her career speed is a
much slower sensor, it doesn't take long to build up. Where to get the most XP Next is where to get the most XP. I will say that blunt me is not really a great particular place. You may want to be a grinding stage that also drops the catalyst you need for your heroes or for you in search of it. You can check information
about the region to see what crowds drop, what catalyst. In general, the more moms that can drop that catalyst at this stage, the greater the chance of getting a catalyst. Now mini-lab sites and story are probably better for Drops. However, they sate for the stage experience of the game and also take a long time and the
requirements of manual games. So it's not worth running them if leveling the feed is yours Cracks in the world are probably the best XP per minute, but requiring some heavy deep-sea characters or reliably the highest permanent to keep them alive is eights normal, which I apparently was able to be with my Ravi and
helper Sez, but my lion got 29 to ESP at the end of it. I'm sure the hassle will give more, but it also probably needs so much higher cp raby, or says that through it, if they can ever crack the cost of 40 stamp marks, but the experience is about on par with claiming four stages that cost 10 stamina as well, so these are
mainly for efficiency of interest. Grinding Event Stages Other than that, frankly, stage defense events are better than the early world stages, but cost 50% more stamina. The experience I got from one dash for the difficulty of the world was less than 1000 difference with a Phase 17 event of world difficulty, but for the
event you get a grasp of use for events of goodness. So what is your choice between multiple event goods or saving stamina for more runs in the long run. Events in the future will probably be similar to the one, only the highest stage possible, that either has many crowds or drops the catalyst you are aiming for. You'll
probably need to do some handheld games if you're just using helper says or Clarissa into the defense stages. Kill the crowds first in front of the boss you will have less damage over time this way, and says that s3 can nuke the entire fighter if you attack the trash mob with him. But the standard level 50 helper says I'm
clarissa fighting with stage 16 world events so get them for 15 and 17. Vildred will destroy everything. Stage 19 gives almost 10,000 xp from having just one feed and is really fast to do. But drops not so big stage 18 can drop an epic catalyst and work fangs and stuff. What is the hardest phase of all to be? We're just one
helper. So you have to get lucky strong helper, or have a decently aligned hero that you are leveling, which does not die immediately as a two star father would choose his poison between them all. So yes, these are tactics and stages, you should try agriculture. What hero get 6 stars first? If you're wondering what hero to
get six stars first, it's generally going to be Sez, Ravi, Vildred, Clarissa and Lorina in general you want to make your farmer character a six-star first so you can erase it faster or take on harder content to get another six-star character faster. Lorina is perhaps the best boss killer and game, therefore, why I mentioned its
central user for hunter abyss. Expand your inventory As a last tip, expand your inventory to 50 just won't cut when you're farming for feed. cording, three, four or five-star fantasies to support your heroes, your main team heroes and other heroes that you don't really use. So I recommend getting at least 100 slots, so you
don't take the time to constantly manage them all the time. It costs crystals, but hey, there honestly builds this use rather than getting more three star artifacts or heroes off the top. always get more crystals And this is a one-time investment thing. So, to make it up to the video guys, I hope you found it informative.
Informative.
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